




SEBASTIAN MEINECKE

We are a crazy team of lateral thinkers and pioneers, consciously breaking with 
traditions and thinking outside the box! The name Urwahn is not without reason 
composed of the terms URban and WAHNsinnig - insane enough to approach new 
ideas and break new ground in the urban realm.

With an interdisciplinary composition of design junkies, CAD jugglers, brand 
virtuosos, customer magnets, slide rules & code lovers, we have succeeded in 
creating a symbiosis of diverse competencies that respect and appreciate each 
other. Inspired by flat hierarchies and transparent work structures, we have created 
an atmosphere of creativity and innovative potential. The use of unconventional 
methods and technologies is part of our daily business! 
 

This design urge is reflected in the organic shapes, subtle colours and well thought-
out functions of our products. We strive for perfection and live beauty and simplicity 
down to the smallest detail.
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OUR DRIVE
As passionate cyclists we are always looking for the perfect mobility solutions 
and find the improvement in many areas.

Currently, functions are often subordinated to form, which means that essential user needs in terms 
of handling, comfort and safety are not taken into account. A large number of manufacturers also 
produce globally on a mass scale at the expense of quality and without regard for the environment 
and working conditions.

We need a change in the way we move! 



Driven by the idea of taking mobility to a new level, we want to mobilize people in urban areas with 
smart, fair and customized Urwahn bikes. 

In doing so, we merge advanced technologies with sophisticated design, resulting in a unique organic 
frame shape with high recognition value and a multitude of integrated technical refinements. This 
reinterpretation makes riding your Urwahn Bike a unique experience.

Designed for you, developed and sustainably produced in Germany.

URBAN JUNGLE - INSANE IDEAS



OUR JOURNEY

2013
BIKE MANUFAKTUR
SME BICYCLES

Urwahn founder Sebastian 
Meinecke founds his own bike 
manufactory. With an affinity for 
design, he produces more than 
60 beautifully shaped individual 
pieces with great attention to 
detail. The passion for bicycle 
construction and the inclination 
towards perfection have a lasting 
effect on the characteristic 
signature of Urwahn.

2014 
IDEE URWAHN
ARISING

Sebastian would like to motivate 
more people to travel in an 
environmentally conscious way. 
Therefore, from now on he sets 
himself the goal of developing a 
user-oriented bike that inspires 
people with a puristic design and 
technical refinements on a whole 
level - the idea of Urwahn is born.

2015
INTEGRATED DESIGN 
ENGINEERING

The idea of an innovative urban 
bike is being driven forward 
using the phase-oriented 
process model of Integrated 
Design Engineering. First 
design concepts are developed 
morphologically and transferred 
into functional models for the 
analysis of the special building 
structure and materials. The test 
results are convincing across 
the board, whereupon industrial 
property rights are applied for on 
the steel frame. 

2016
UNIVERSITIES
R&D PROJECT

Die Entwicklung des innovativen 
Rahmenkonzepts bekommt 
durch die Akquirierung eines 
Ingenieurteams und durch die 
Förderung des Europabunds 
eine größere Tragweite. In 
Kooperation mit der Otto-
von-Guericke-Universität 
Magdeburg wird die Baustruktur 
rechnerunterstützt simuliert und 
optimiert. Die ersten Minimum 
Viable Products mit smarten 
Integrationen werden mittels 
additiver Fertigungsverfahren 
hergestellt und ausgiebig 
getestet.
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2017
FOUNDATION &
FINANCING

bmp Ventures AG recognizes 
the innovative potential of 
Urwahn and invests in the newly 
founded Urwahn Engineering 
GmbH as part of the Start Up 
Gladiator. With the support of 
the newly acquired partner, 
an interdisciplinary core team 
will be established, the Urwahn 
studio will be expanded and the 
production of the first series will 
be launched.

2018
CERTIFICATION
THE FRAME

The fourth product generation 
is ready for series production 
and convinces with further user-
oriented functions. The steel 
frame undergoes and passes 
worldwide recognized test and 
load scenarios according to DIN 
ISO standard at EFBE Prüftechnik 
GmbH without any restrictions. 
The proof of concept is now also 
demonstrably provided on paper.

2018
PRODUCTION START
STADTFUCHS

Final software and hardware 
adaptations are carried out in 
consultation with the industry 
and cooperation partners. 
The production-oriented 
optimizations help the production 
model to a mature state in form 
and function. The production 
of the Urwahn Bikes is officially 
released.

2019
YOUR JOURNEY 
BEGINS

Ready to rumble! Our city fox 
sees the light of the big wide 
world and the release can begin!
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NEW GENERATION
THE

URBAN MOVEMENT



With a passion for technologies, quality and 
design we have created our innovative Stadtfuchs. 

This reinterpretation of the bicycle makes 
commuting in the harsh realm of the city a unique 
experience thanks to an uncompromising riding 
experience.





This majestic contemporary is bursting with strength and lives up to 
his name Platzhirsch. With his electric hind legs, the purist can take all 
the hurdles of the urban jungle without running out of juice.

The precise electric drive adapts to your driving style and, thanks to 
the powerful 40 Nm torque on the rear wheel, brings a big smile to 
your face. For the medium distance, the electrified all-rounder only 
needs a battery discreetly integrated into the down tube with a range 
of up to 80 km. On longer forays through urban territory, an optional 
range extender with a range of up to 60 km can be switched on. 

The top dog is navigated digitally via an app, while emerging dangers 
are directly targeted via the bright LED headlights. 

The organic shape of the steel frame guarantees noticeable driving 
comfort and gives the Platzhirsch an unmistakable appearance - a 
unique feast for the eyes!

PLATZHIRSCH Urwahn CrMo steel frame
with internal train routing

FRAME

LighSKIN handlebars (StVZO)
LightSKIN Seat Post (StVZO)

Hexlox component fuse

LIGHT  SYSTEM

THEFT PROTECTION

comfortable Urwahn aluminium fork 
with 12mm thru axle

FORK

hydraulic disc brakes
with flatmount system (Ø 160mm)

Gates Carbon CDX timing beltDRIVE

BRAKING  SYSTEM 

Urwahn 6L-DiscHUB VR

MAHLE ebikemotion
250W / 40Nm

HR HUB MOTOR

Continental Grand Prix Urban
with black reflective stripes

   

ergonomic Ergon wing handlesHANDLEBAR GRIPS

comfortable Ergon Gel stealth editionSEAT

Mudguards and luggage rack

XS | S | M | L | XL

MAHLE ebikemotion
250Wh integrated (60 - 80km)

MAHLE ebikemotion
208Wh optionally available

OPTIONAL

FRAMESIZES

BATTERY

ADDITIONAL BATTERY

TIRES
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VISIBLE ENERGY
Self-sufficiently powered by the battery, the 5-point tail light 
(StVZO compliant) always draws attention to itself even in the 
densest traffic. Better safe than sorry!

LIGHT WHERE IT IS NEEDED
The StVZO-compliant front headlamp is tastefully integrated into 
the cockpit and follows your steering movements extensively. 

Weatherproof and theft-proof, it accompanies you at all times on 
your expeditions.

SPECIALITIES
PLATZHIRSCH



MORE POWERFUL PROPULSION
The slim rear hub motor with a torque of 40 Nm in Platzhirsch 
Marnier ensures a stately start. With electric assistance up to 25 
km/h, rides through urban territory become child’s play for you.

SMART INTEGRATION
Charging socket, battery, switch as well as all components of the 
electric drive system are integrated inconspicuously into the steel 
frame without breaking up the puristic appearance.

With the ebikemotion app you can navigate purposefully through 
the urban jungle. You can share your speed and distance with 
your Strava community. Let the games begin!

ELECTRICAL ENDURANCE
The battery integrates discreetly into the distinctive steel frame 
and can be serviced by trained personnel through an opening in 
the bottom bracket. With 250 Wh, up to 80 km can be called up 
from the powerful rear wheel hub motor as required.

For longer trips, an optional range extender can be mounted via 
the bottle cage mounts. With an additional range of up to 60 km, 
the Platzhirsch will not run out of breath so quickly!



With this low-flying aircraft we 
venture into new areas and 
have brought the lightweight 
construction experts from 
Schmolke Carbon on board. 
Together we have once again 
exhausted the potential of 3D 
printing technology and optimized 
our steel frame. A comfortable 
geometry with brute bottom 
bracket stiffness meets ultimate 
lightweight construction.

Schmolke played his cards right on 
the attachments of this gem. Both 
the handlebars and saddle unit are 
trimmed for extreme lightweight 
construction. The aerodynamic 
45mm high profile carbon clinchers, 
on the other hand, guarantee 
maximum directional stability and 
run towards infinity thanks to 
the high-quality hub mechanism 
from Tune. The Force eTap AXS 
shifting group 1x12 from SRAM is 
a contemporary wireless shifting 
system.



Urwahn CrMo steel frame
with integrated cable routing

FRAME

Urwahn Aero carbon fork 
with 12mm quick-release axle

FORK

hydraulic disc brakes
with flatmount system

SRAM force eTap AXS 1-/12-F

SRAM Red AXS Aero DUB carbon

SRAM force AXS 12-F

CRANKSET

DRIVE SYSTEM

SADDLE SUPPORT

BRAKING SYSTEM 

SHIFTING SYSTEM

Tune King 12x100mm discHUBSET FRONT

Tune Kong X-12 12x135mmm
SRAM XG-1279 cassette 10-28Z

Schmolke SCH9 Clincher Carbon 24L

HUBSET BACK

FELGEN

Continental grand prix 5000 28C-622            TIRES

Schmolke TLO Stealth Carbon

Silva Carbon-cork

Urwahn Aero Carbon

HANDLEBAR

GRIPS

PRE-BUILDING

Schmolke TLO Stealth Carbon

Schmolke TLO Stealth Carbon

SADDLE

XS | S | M | L | XLFRAMESIZES
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Specially designed for daily and unrestricted use in the city, 
this urban all-rounder proves to be the perfect companion for 
overcoming the hurdles of the urban jungle. 

User-oriented, the innovative steel frame as the central unit of our 
Stadtfuchs combines aspects of ergonomics, functionality and 
safety. The result of this composition is a new type of rear triangle 
that elastically hangs the rear wheel and compensates for road 
unevenness to the benefit of your riding comfort. Thanks to the 
encapsulated 11-speed hub gears, coupled with a durable toothed 
belt system, you move comfortably and almost silently through your 
territory. The powerful hydraulic brakes make spontaneous braking 
manoeuvres easy, while the integrated LED lighting system allows 
you to go hunting at night. 

With the help of the sealed attachments, your Stadtfuchs will 
vigilantly keep thieves away from you. However, if he is stolen, the 
integrated tracking module reveals his position and you can find him 
back with precision.

STADTFUCHS Urwahn CrMo steel frame
with integrated cable routing

FRAME

Urwahn LED lights
with parking light function

integrated tracking system
Hexlox component fuse

LICHT SYSTEM

THEFT PROTECTION

comfortable Urwahn aluminium fork 
with 12mm thru axle

FORK

hydraulic disc brakes
with flatmount system

Gates Carbon CDX timing beltDRIVE

BRAKING SYSTEM

plugless SON hub dynamoHUB FRONT

Shimano Alfine 11-G hub gearsHUB BACK

Continental GP Urban
with black reflective stripes

     TIPPING

ergonomic Ergon wing handlesGRIPS

comfortable Ergon gel saddleSADDLE

XS | S | M | L | XL

Mudguards & Tools

FRAMESIZES

ACCESSORIES
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CLEAN HANDS AND TROUSERS
With the toothed belt drive, you can shuttle almost silently 
through your territory. The toothed belt not only lasts 3 times 
longer than a chain, it also requires no lubricant. 

HOLD THE TENSION
The toothed belt can easily be optimally tensioned by simply 
twisting the eccentric bottom bracket. 

In addition, the rear wheel can be quickly removed and 
maintained without dismantling the drivetrain thanks to the 
vertical dropouts. 

PLUGLESS AND CONSTANTLY UNDER CURRENT
The hub dynamo feeds the electronics via the fork dropouts 
without connectors. This makes defective plugs and 
cumbersome wheel changes a thing of the past.

SPECIALITIES
STADTFUCHS



PRECISE MANOEUVRABILITY
Our fork is the stable interface between the steel frame and the front 
wheel. The steering behaviour has been significantly improved by a 
larger fork cone and a 12 mm thru axle system. 

The fork is functionally supplemented by mudguard and side luggage 
rack mounts.

FOR SPORTY BRAKING MANOEUVRES
Flatmount technology integrates discreetly into the geometry 
of the steel frame and guarantees maximum performance in 
all braking situations.

Internally routed cables run like chords through the frame 
architecture and reliably direct the braking force in place.

CIRCUIT WITH PERFORMANCE
With the tried-and-tested 11-speed hub gears, you can drive 
comfortably and performance-oriented in urban terrain with a 
total gear ratio of 409% and a wide range of ratios.

SUBTLY VISIBLE
The mudguards fit seamlessly into the overall appearance 
and, together with the puncture-proof tyres, will not leave you 
out in the rain.

The easy-grip tyre casings with their reflective strips on the 
sides in a black look let you commute smoothly and visibly 
through daily traffic.



From the user-oriented requirements we have created a unique Urwahn x 
Vagabund Edition, which not only offers smart technical solutions but also 
room for emotions, driving experience and sustainability.



Urwahn CrMo steel frame
with integrated cable routing

FRAME

Urwahn LED lights
with parking light function

integrated tracking system
Hexlox component fuse

LICHT SYSTEM

THEFT PROTECTION

comfortable Urwahn aluminium fork 
with 12mm thru axle

FORK

hydraulic disc brakes
with flatmount system

Gates Carbon CDX timing beltDRIVE

BRAKING SYSTEM

plugless SON hub dynamoHUB FRONT

Shimano Alfine 11-G hub gearsHUB BACK

Continental GP Urban
with black reflective stripes

     TIPPING

ergonomic Ergon wing handlesGRIPS

Brooks Cambium RubberSADDEL

XS | S | M | L | XL

Mudguards & Tools

FRAMESIZES

ACCESSORIES



SEEING AND
BEING SEEN
Your safety is our number one priority. That‘s why we have 
integrated a powerful LED light system into the steel frame to 
guarantee maximum visibility in the urban jungle. 

The light cones in particular have been fanned out for lateral 
visibility, while the integrated daytime running light will guide 
you safely through your neighbourhood at all times.  If you 
ever come to a stop in urban traffic, the additional built-in 
parking light function will let the LED eyes of your Stadtfuchs 
burn visibly.



NEVER AGAIN FORGET
Firmly united with the steel frame, you always carry your front 
and rear lights with you. Frustration-free, without having to 
operate a switch, you plunge into the urban jungle.

NEVER AGAIN LOAD
Our LED light does not only look good optically, it is also 
permanently supplied with power autonomously and plugless 
via one of the most powerful hub dynamos on the market.  
You can concentrate on the essentials again without having to 
worry about running out of juice.
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NATURE AS INSPIRATION
The adaptability to the habitat is the key to survival for every animal. In nature, the 
cornerstone of evolution is formed by the constant development of unique and 
amazing abilities. 

The fox is a masterly artist of adaptation! With a lot of refinement and inventiveness 
he conquers our cities and meanders effortlessly and silently through the smallest 
corners when hunting.

The slender physique of the fox 
serves as a model for your Stadtfuchs. 
Attached to this, the filigree drawn 
tubular profiles form the basic structure 
of our innovative steel frame. 

Similar to the rear legs of a fox, the 
elastic rear end guarantees dynamic 
manoeuvrability and compensates for 
uneven road surfaces for the benefit of 
your driving comfort. 
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ON THE WAY TO NEW WAYS
Thanks to the elastic properties of the Urwahn steel frame, the stresses and 
strains of driving over urban bumps are a thing of the past. 

These are compensated for by the special shape of the rear triangle without 
sacrificing bottom bracket stiffness and pedal force. Shortcuts over 
unpleasant streets are no longer a problem for you and you save time 
and nerves.

More comfort combined with high performance will give you 
a completely new riding experience and let you discover 
previously unknown places in your neighborhood.

GROUND REACTION 

DRIVER WEIGHT FORCE

paragraphs CobblestoneRailway tracks



WITHOUT SIGHT CONTACT
CONSTANTLY IN VIEW
Do you like to enjoy your beloved hot drink and share the 
latest news in your city with friends? 

While you are having a lively conversation, you can‘t get the 
thought out of your head whether your Stadtfuchs is still 
waiting for you nearby.

Thanks to the app, you‘ll be in constant contact with your 
Stadtfuchs, so you can make sure he‘s holding down the fort 
outside the café.



FINALLY SLEEP WELL
The built-in sensor system measures gross vibrations in the event of theft attempts and notifies 
you immediately with a push notification. Built into the Stadtfuchs, the tracking system can neither 
be destroyed nor switched off. 

If your Urwahn Bike is no longer in place, you can use the location tracking system to find out 
where your Stadtfuchs is currently located.

Optimal theft protection against thieves and rogues.



UNIQUE
FORMULA LANGUAGE

COMFORTABLE ELASTICATED REAR END

Focusing on a balance between design and function, we 
have developed a unique, organic steel frame design with 
a high recognition value.

We integrate functional elements in a form-fit manner that 
are oriented towards the user’s everyday usage scenarios.

We have created a new type of construction 
structure that deflects the seat tube to the 
rear wheel in a form-fit manner and suspends 
it elastically. This allows road bumps to be 
compensated for to the benefit of your riding 
comfort. 

The comfort is enhanced by the use of a 
proven CrMo tempered steel according 
to DIN EN 10083, which convinces with 
a balanced ratio of elasticity and 
stiffness.

FRAME

integrated LED lighting 

We have created a new 

smart Tracking-Modul

integrated frame opening

integrated seat clamp

eccentric bottom bracket 

Flatmount recordings

internal train routing

slim design with internal 
Train routing

12 mm thru-axle system

larger fork cone for
better steering

lateral mounts for 
Luggage carrier & mudguards

Mounting for self-contacting hub 
dynamos

FORK



UNWAVERING
We stand 100% behind our unique steel frame. Based on this conviction and the technical 
evidence, we can offer you a multi-year warranty on the use of our steel frame. 

DIN ISO CERTIFIED
Since the special rear triangle is exposed to high forces during use, the frame structure was 
optimized in iterative development cycles over 3 years.

EFBE Prüftechnik GmbH actively supported us as a strong partner.

In prescribed load case scenarios according to international quality standards, a 10-year 
product use was simulated and the steel frame was put through its paces.

With pride we look back on a successful certification according to DIN ISO 4210.

STEEL MADE LIGHT
In cooperation with our numerous industrial partners, we have not only created a unique 
building structure with numerous technical refinements, we have also reduced the wall 
thickness to less than 1 mm and have been able to drastically reduce the system weight. 

The resulting potential is especially beneficial for your daily handling.
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QUALITY FROM

GERMANY
We have very carefully aligned our value chain and only work with selected industry and 
cooperation partners who, like us, are committed to qualitative products and process-
optimized manufacturing techniques. We have already purchased a large number of our 
premium components from German manufacturers. 

Contrary to industry standards, the innovative Urwahn steel frame is manufactured entirely in 
Germany. The final assembly of our Urwahn bikes is subject to very high quality standards and 
takes place near our headquarters in Magdeburg. 

This sustainable and regionally rooted value chain means a symbiosis of profound 
environmental awareness, transparency and fair conditions for all parties involved in 
development and production.

DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT 
PRODUCTION 
FINAL ASSEMBLY

100% 
100% 
100% 
100%

         GERMANY 
         GERMANY 
         GERMANY 
         GERMANY
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...KONVENTIONELL

...AT

Pipe production

Pipe cutting metal 3D 
printing

Coating

Final assembly

Final assembly in 
Germany

> 15000 km < 1400 km

Frame production 
in Taiwan

Frame 
construction

Certification

Development

MADE IN GERMANY...



Frame 
construction

PIPE PRODUCTION
The distinctive drop profile made of 
high-strength CrMo steel is drawn 
seamlessly with a wall thickness of only 
0.9 mm.

METAL-3D-PRINT
Using state-of-the-art metal 3D printing 
processes, the sophisticated connecting 
elements are manufactured without 
tools and transferred to the frame 
construction.

POWDER COATING
Powder coating gives our steel frame 
its shock-resistant colour. The surface 
is refined by applying the electrically 
statically charged powder particles to 
the steel frame.

PIPE CUT-OUT
The filigree tube profiles are cut 
automatically on high-precision 
equipment - a decisive factor in 
ensuring seamless transitions on the 
steel frame.

FRAMEWORK
All previously manufactured 
components come together at the 
frame builder. In traditional handcraft, he 
marries the frame elements by means 
of brazing technology - the unique steel 
frame comes to life.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
At assembly stations the city fox is 
lovingly put on its wheels by hand. Final 
quality controls ensure that it meets the 
high standards before delivery.
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ASPHALT

OXID

CONCRETE

COBALT

GOLD

As the foundation stone for mobility, this material connects people and cultures. 
With progress clearly in sight, the colour asphalt is bursting with durability, strength 
and precision.

As a reflection of straightforward urban buildings, the colour concrete counteracts 
all environmental influences and radiates stability, balance and timeless aesthetics.

The ravages of time gnaw at the substances of the big cities and help old walls to 
shine again thanks to natural oxidation. The energetic colour oxide awakens your 
love for extravagance, individuality and passion.

Those who think of the city usually forget the sky in all its clarity and boundless 
freedom. The colour cobalt is rightly a symbol of security, sovereignty and infinity.

The last rays of light of the day bathe the silhouette of the big city in a diffuse gold. 
As a sign of inner purity, value and durability, the colour gold represents the warm 
sunset. 



LESS COLOUR FOR
MORE UNDERSTATEMENT
When selecting our colour spectrum, we were inspired by the 
characteristic colour garments of modern metropolises and 
thus underline the unmistakable facets of our bikes.
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Aluminium

25CrMo4-Steel

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

BACK RACK

FRONT RACK

TUBUS FLY EVO

URWAHN CT1-LR1

Rear luggage rack

Front luggage rack set

460 g

499 g

20 kg

10 kg

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

LOAD

LOAD

Purist, black
Luggage carrier with
3-point recording
incl. fixing material

Lowrider to the side
Mounting on the fork
incl. fixing material

EXECUTION

EXECUTION
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PARAX 

PEDALS

HIPLOK

WALL MOUNT - UW EDITION

URWAHN CT1-PD1

CYCLE LOCK

M to 52cm handlebar width
L  to 66cm handlebar width
    Uwrwahn Compatibel

approx. 85 cm

approx. 2400 g

SIZES

LENGTH

WEIGHT

black

approx. 60 to 112 cm

COLOR

HIP SCOPE

Urban platform pedals
with Griptape & black spindle

Security level Gold (Sold Secure Gold Rated)

316 g (Couple)

Aluminiumkörper

WEIGHT

MATERIAL

103 x 77 x 18,6 mmSIZE
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T-SHIRT T-SHIRT 

SWEATER

ALBERTO JEANS ALBERTO JEANS

MUSETTE

FLYING CITY STADTFUCHS

FLYING CITY

SLIM FIT SPEED SLIM FIT BICICLETTA 

FLYING CITY

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

31/32, 32/32,
33/32, 34/32,
31/34, 32/34,
33/34, 34/34 

26/32, 27/32, 
28/32, 29/32, 
30/32, 31/32,
28/34, 29/34, 
30/34

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XLSIZES

       SIZES

       SIZES SIZES

       SIZES

       SIZES

SEX

SEX

SEX
SEX

SEX

SEX

flecked with grey

flecked with grey

dark blue dark blue

flecked with grey

flecked with greyCOLOR

COLOR

COLOR COLOR

COLOR

COLOR
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As technology pioneers, we will 
mobilize people in urban areas 
with smart, fair and customized 
solutions.



URWAHN ENGINEERING GMBH

Lorenzweg 43, 39124 Magdeburg

info@urwahnbikes.de
+49 391 243 082 60

www.urwahnbikes.com

#urwahnbikesSOCIAL

shop.urwahnbikes.com


